This work presents the first algorithm for the problem of weighted online perfect bipartite matching with i.i.d. arrivals. Previous work only considered adversarial arrival sequences. In this problem, we are given a known set of workers, a distribution over job types, and non-negative utility weights for each worker, job type pair. At each time step, a job is drawn i.i.d. from the distribution over job types. Upon arrival, the job must be irrevocably assigned to a worker. The goal is to maximize the expected sum of utilities after all jobs are assigned. Our work is motivated by the application of ride-hailing, where jobs represent passengers and workers represent drivers.
Introduction
We consider the problem of online perfect bipartite matching with i.i.d. arrivals, as motivated by the application of ride-hailing. Several customers in a small geographic area want to hail rides through a ride-hailing service over a short period of time. Our task is to design a dispatching algorithm which matches the customers to drivers. Some pairings are better than others, mainly depending on how far the driver needs to travel for the pickup. The quality of a pairing can be expressed as a non-negative utility. The customers need to be matched to rides immediately. Once drivers are assigned to a passenger, they are not available for other rides in the short time period of interest. The goal is to design a dispatching algorithm that maximizes the total utility across all the customers that request rides. This dispatching problem is an example of online weighted perfect bipartite matching. More generally, suppose that we have a set of jobs and a set of workers (customers and drivers, in the dispatching context). At every time step, a single job arrives. This job is drawn i.i.d. from a known distribution over job types. Which job arrives remains unknown until its arrival. The jobs must be assigned to workers immediately and cannot be ignored. Once a worker is assigned to a job, the worker is busy and can no longer be assigned to another job. In the natural bipartite graph that arises, the edge between a worker and a job has a weight equal to the non-negative utility of assigning that worker to that job. Ultimately, the assignment of jobs to workers will form a perfect matching in the bipartite graph of workers and jobs. The goal is to maximize the expected sum of utilities of the perfect matching.
In this work, we introduce Dispatch, a 0.5-competitive, randomized algorithm for the problem of online weighted perfect bipartite matching with i.i.d. arrivals. This means that the total expected utility of the perfect matching produced by Dispatch is at least half of the total expected utility of an optimal algorithm that has full information about the job arrival sequence. We show a family of problem instances for which 0.5 is the best possible competitive ratio. Dispatch first selects a preferred worker and assign the job to this worker if it is available. The preferred worker is determined based on an optimal solution to a fractional transportation problem. If the preferred worker is not available, Dispatch randomly selects a worker from the available workers.
Related Work
Our work resides in the space of online matching problems, including the (Imperfect) Bipartite Matching, the k-Server Problem, and Perfect Bipartite Matching with adversarial arrivals. We briefly describe each of these problems and present best-known results, contrasting it to our setting. A summary is in Table 1 .
(Imperfect) Bipartite Matching
The online (imperfect) bipartite matching problem is defined on a bipartite graph with n known workers and n jobs that arrive one at a time. Jobs either get assigned to a worker or are discarded. The goal is to maximize the cardinality (or sum of weights) of the resulting matching. In contrast to our problem, jobs may be the discarded and the resulting matching may be imperfect.
For the unweighted online (imperfect) bipartite matching problem, Karp, Vazirani, and Vazirani [5] showed a best-possible algorithm that achieves a competitive ratio of 1 − 1 e ≈ 0.632 for adversarial arrival sequences. Variations of the problem have been proposed: addition of edge or vertex weights, the use of budgets, different arrival models, etc. Mehta [11] provides an excellent overview of this literature.
The online (imperfect) bipartite matching problem has also been studied when the job are drawn i.i.d. from a known distribution of jobs. This problem is also referred to as Online Stochastic Matching. Improving on the work of Haupler, Mirrokni, and Zadimoghaddam [3] , Brubach et al. [2] provided an algorithm with a competitive ratio 0.705 for the problem with edge weights. This is currently the best known ratio. Manshadi et al. [10] showed that it is impossible to attain a competitive ratio larger that 0.823 in the unweighted case.
k-Server Problem
In the k-server problem, k workers are distributed at initial positions in a metric space. Jobs are elements of the same metric space and arrive one at a time. When a job arrives, it must be assigned to a worker which moves to the job's location. The goal in the k-server problem is to minimize the total distance traveled by all workers to serve the sequence of jobs. After an assignment, the worker remains available for assignment to new jobs. This reassignment distinguishes the k-server problem from ours, where workers are fixed to a job once assigned. The k-server problem was introduced by Manasse, McGeoch, and Sleater [9] . They consider an adversarial arrival sequence that the competitive ratio for this minimization problem must be at least k. They posed the k-server conjecture which states that the best competitive ratio is exactly k for k servers. They proved it for k = 2. The best known algorithm was given by Koutsoupias and Papadimitriou [8] . It has a competitive ratio of 2k − 1. A review of the k-server problem literature was written by Koutsoupias [7] . We are not aware of any work which addresses the k-server problem in the i.i.d. setting.
Minimum Perfect Bipartite Matching
The online perfect minimum cost bipartite matching addresses the question of finding a minimum cost perfect matching on a bipartite graph with n workers and n jobs. Given any arbitrary sequence of jobs arriving one by one, each job needs to be irrevocably assigned to worker on arrival.
The problem was first considered by Khuller, Mitchell, and Vazirani [6] and independently by Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs [4] . If the weights are arbitrary, then the competitive ratio cannot be bounded. To address this, both papers considered the restriction where the edge weights are distances in some metric on the set of vertices. Both papers gave best-possible deterministic algorithms with competitive ratio of 2n − 1 for arbitrary metric spaces. When the online algorithms are randomized, the competitive ratio can be improved to O(log 2 (n)) [1] . In our work, we do not require that edge weights are distances in a metric space. Instead, the jobs are drawn i.i.d. from a known distribution over job types. Both of these restrictions give some guarantees that future arrivals are not arbitrarily bad, a property which the algorithms exploit.
Structure of this Work
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally introduces the problem of online perfect bipartite matching with i.i.d. arrivals and defines the competitive ratio. Section 3 describes Dispatch, presents an example to demonstrate the algorithm, and provides the proof that Dispatch is 0.5-competitive. Section 4 introduces a family of instances of the online perfect bipartite matching problem for which no online algorithm performs better than 1 2 in terms of competitive ratio. Finally, section 5 summarizes the results and suggests directions for future research.
Preliminaries
The set of workers is denoted by W with size n = |W |. The set J denotes the set of job types with size k = |J|. For every worker w ∈ W and job type j ∈ J there is a utility of u wj ≥ 0 for assigning a job of type j to worker w. Let D(J) be a known probability distribution over the job types. At every time step t = 1, . . . , n, a single job is drawn i.i.d. from J according to D. The job must be irrevocably assigned to a worker before the next job arrives. Workers are no longer available after they have been assigned to a job. Let n j denote the expected number of jobs of type j that arrive. After n steps, each worker is assigned to one job and the resulting assignment forms a perfect matching. Our goal is to design a procedure such that the expected sum of the utilities of the resulting perfect matching is as high as possible.
Throughout this work, we will repeatedly use two bipartite graphs; the expectation graph G and the realization graph G. The expectation graph G = (W, J, E) is a complete bipartite graph defined over the set of workers W and the set of job types J. An edge [w, j] ∈ E has associated utility u wj ≥ 0, for w ∈ W and j ∈ J. The realization graph G = (W, J, E) is the random bipartite graph obtained after all n jobs have arrived. J denotes the set of n jobs that arrived. We useĵ t ∈ J to denote the job that arrives at time t and j t ∈ J to denote its job type. The edge set E consists of all worker-job pairs, such that G is a complete bipartite graph defined over W and J. Every edge [w,ĵ] ∈ E has utility u wj . It is important to remember that the expectation graph G is deterministic and known whereas the realization graph G is a random graph representing a realization of the job arrival process and is revealed over time.
An instance of the online perfect bipartite matching problem with i.i.d. arrivals is defined by the set of workers W , the job types J, non-negative utilities u wj , and a distribution over the job types D(J). Equivalently, the expectation graph G and the distribution D(J) defines an instance of this problem. Here we analyze the family of potentially randomized algorithms that return a perfect matchingM on G. The performance of an algorithm ALG for a single realization G is given by:
where I wj is a random indicator that equals 1 if ALG assigned a job of type j to worker w and equals 0 otherwise. For a given problem instance defined by expectation graph G and distribution D(J), E ALG( G) measures the algorithm's expected performance over
The worst-case performance across instances is measured by the competitive ratio. Let OP T ( G) be the maximum weight perfect matching in the realization graph G and let E OP T ( G) be its expectation across different realizations for a given expectation graph G and distribution D(J). E OP T ( G) measures the performance of an optimal algorithm that has full information about the arrival sequence. The ratio
measures the performance of ALG relative to the optimal algorithm for a given instance of the problem. The competitive ratio is the worst-case, i.e. lowest, ratio among all possible instances of the expectation graph G and distributions D(J):
◮ Definition 1 (Competitive Ratio). An algorithm ALG is said to have a competitive ratio of α when, for all instances of the expectation graph G and distribution D(J):
Bounding the Performance of OPT
It is difficult to compute E OP T ( G) exactly due to the stochasticity. We show that the randomness in G reduces the expected value of the optimal perfect matching compared to the value of the optimal transportation problem where the number of jobs of each type is equal to its expectation. Recall that, in expectation, n j jobs of job type j ∈ J will arrive inĜ. An optimal fractional matching of these jobs is obtained by solving a fractional transportation problem on the expectation graph G, where each job type has a demand of −n j and each worker has a supply of 1 and the sum of utilities is maximized.
Formally, let f wj ≥ 0 be the flow from worker w ∈ W to job type j ∈ J. This can be interpreted as a fractional assignment of worker w to jobs of job type j. We define the transportation problem T P P :
Let f * wj be an optimal flow on edge [w, j] ∈ E. We claim that E OP T ( G) ≤ T P P (G). The reason is that the weighted average of perfect matchings OP T ( G) forms a feasible solution to the transportation problem above. We prove this result formally: ◮ Lemma 2. Given any expectation graph G and distribution over job types D(J),
Proof. Assign each edge in G an indicator variable I wj , which takes on the value 1 if OP T assigns worker w to a job of type j in G and 0 otherwise. We claim that f wj = E [I wj ] forms a feasible solution to the transportation problem in G. Indeed,
Since E [I wj ] is feasible for the transportation problem, it must have objective smaller than T P P (G):
◭
This implies that we can bound the performance of an algorithm with respect to T P P (G). We apply this technique in section 3.3.
3
A 1/2-Competitive Algorithm
The Dispatch Algorithm
Dispatch uses an offline transportation problem on the expectation graph G to guide the assignment of arriving jobs to workers. Before any jobs arrive, Dispatch solves the offline transportation problem T P P on the expectation graph G. We find an optimal flow f * wj from workers to jobs. Throughout the online stage, the algorithm reconstruct this flow between job types and workers as much as possible. For each arriving job, a preferred worker w P is randomly selected with a probability proportional to the optimal flow f * between the corresponding job type and the worker in the transportation problem. If the preferred worker is no longer available, then the job is assigned to a worker selected randomly from the set of available workers AW . We refer to this worker as the assigned worker w A . The resulting assignment forms a perfect matching on G since each worker is assigned at most once and each job is assigned a worker.
The algorithm is formally defined in algorithm 1. We prove the following result: 
Algorithm 1 Dispatch
Input: Expectation graph G. Output: Perfect matchingM on G.
Initialization:
Solve the transportation problem T T P on G to obtain the optimal flow f * . 
Example
To illustrate Dispatch, we consider the example shown in Figure 1 . The example has five workers (n = 5) and three job types (k = 3). The expectation graph is shown in Figure 1a . Figure 1h shows a case where the preferred worker is busy.
Note that the distribution over job types, D(J), is fully specified by n j . An instance of the realization graph is shown in Figure 1c . Figure 1b shows f * , the solution to the transportation problem on G that is used by Dispatch. The corresponding objective value is T P P (G) = 8. Figures 1d to 1h show the arrival of the jobs and the corresponding assignment made by Dispatch. Figure 1h is an example of a case where the preferred worker selected by Dispatch is not available, and a different worker is assigned. For this particular realization G, the perfect matching constructed by Dispatch has a total utility 6, while the optimal perfect matching on G has a total utility 8. Note that these values are for this particular realization of G. The performance guarantee is with respect to the expectation over all realizations of G. 
Proof of

-competitiveness
To prove that the perfect matching produced by Dispatch has a competitive ratio of a 1 2 , we rely on a key feature of Dispatch: It maintains the invariant, lemma 6, that workers are equally likely to be available, even though the distribution over job types may not be uniform.
To prove this invariant, we first show that both the preferred and the assigned worker are selected uniformly across workers. Recall that the preferred worker may be different than the assigned worker. In fact, the preferred worker does not have to be available and could have been assigned to another job already. Lemma 4 states this formally for the selection of the preferred worker. The observation underlying this lemma is that each worker is selected with a probability proportional to the total flow f * originating at the worker, which is equal to one for each worker.
Throughout this section we use additional notation. Let W P t be the random variable representing the preferred worker for the job arriving at time t, and let W A t as the random variable for the assigned worker for the job arriving at time t. Finally, we use AW t be the random set of available workers before assignment of the job that arrives at time t. Note that we make no further assumptions on the expectation graph G and/or distribution D(J) other than those outlined in section 2. Lemmas and theorems in this section are therefore applicable to all problem instances. ◮ Lemma 4. Let W P t be the random variable for the preferred worker selected when job t arrives by the weighted draw in Dispatch. Then,
for all w ∈ W and t = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. By conditioning on the job type j t at stage t and using the law of total probability, we can rewrite the probability of selecting worker w as:
Since the jobs are drawn i.i.d., a job of type j is selected with probability P (j t = j) = nj n , by definition of n j . Given a job of type j, the algorithm select a worker w as the preferred worker with probability P W P t = w|j t = j = f * wj nj . Thus,
Finally, recall that every worker supplies a unit of flow in the offline transportation problem, equivalent to the expected number of jobs it serves. The edges adjacent to worker w must thus transport a unit of flow, so j f * (w, j) = 1. Thus, P W
Next we show that the assigned worker is selected uniformly from the available workers. For this lemma to hold, it is crucial that the draw of the assigned worker is done uniformly at random when the preferred worker is not available. Let AW t be the random set of available workers before assignment of the job that arrives at time t.
◮ Lemma 5. Let W
A t be the random variable for the assigned worker selected when job t arrives by the weighted draw in Dispatch. Then,
.
In words, this means that the assigned worker is selected uniformly at random from the set of available workers.
Proof. Assume that w is fixed and that w ∈ AW t . The proof conditions on which of the following three mutually-exclusive events occurs: Either w is the preferred worker, or the preferred worker is available but it is not w, or the preferred worker is not available. We express this as:
When the preferred worked is available, it becomes the assigned worker. Thus,
Next, observe that the selection of W P t is independent of whether w ∈ AW t . We can therefore simplify the expression to:
Now we use the following two observations to complete the proof: First, lemma 4 implies that P W
n . Second, the fact that the assigned worker is drawn uniformly at random when the preferred worker is not available implies that P W
◭
Lemma 5 specifies the probability of assignment to the next job equal among the available worker. As a consequence, we can derive the probability that a worker is still available after t − 1 jobs have arrived:
◮ Lemma 6. Dispatch maintains the following invariant throughout the online stage:
n for all w ∈ W and t = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. At every time step, a worker is chosen randomly from the remaining available workers as shown in lemma 5. The probability that an available worker in time step t is still available in time step t + 1 is:
Thus, the probability of being available for the t th job is equal to:
◭ From lemma 6, we know the probability that a worker is available at each time step. We use this to bound the probability that a worker w is assigned to a job with job type j by Dispatch. We use the indicator random variable I wj . I wj = 1 when the Dispatch assigns worker w to a job with job type j in G. We bound the probability with respect to f * wj in T P P (G). By bounding the algorithm's performance with respect to T P P (G) we can bound the competitive ratio of Dispatch. See section 2.1 for more details.
◮ Lemma 7. Given a perfect matchingM constructed by the Dispatch, the probability that worker w is assigned to a job of type j is bounded by:
Proof. If I wj = 1, then worker w must have been assigned to a job of type j in one of the time steps. Thus, I wj = n t=1 I t wj where I t wj is indicator for whether worker w is assigned to a job of type j at time step t:
Let us bound the probability P I t wj = 1 for all t = 1, . . . , n. First, we condition on the job type arriving at time t. Note that j t must equal j:
Recall that there are two ways for worker w to be assigned after a job of type j arrives. Either w is the preferred worker and is assigned the job, or another worker w ′ is selected as the preferred worker but is not available. w is then selected as the assigned worker. We lower bound the probability that worker w is assigned for the job of type j by considering only the case where w is the preferred worker.
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For the first equality, we use that the job type at time t and the selection of the preferred worker are independent from whether w is available at time t. The second equality follows from Lemma 6, the weighted random selection of the preferred worker, and the job arrival process. We use P I t wj = 1 = 1 n n−(t−1) n f * wj to bound the total probability of assigning worker w for a job of type j:
◭ Lemma 7 bounds the probability that worker w is matched to a job of type j. Note that the expected total utility of the algorithm is the expectation of a weighted combination of random indicators, and is thus equivalent to a weighted sum of expectations of indicators. Theorem 3 and the 1 2 competitive ratio follow therefore almost immediately from lemma 7.
Proof of Theorem 3. The expected utility returned by the algorithm is a weighted sum of indicators whether worker w is assigned to a job of type j. Note that each worker is assigned to at most one job (type). We can then apply lemma 7 to bound the probability P (I wj = 1) and the expected utility of the algorithm:
Note that the inequality requires that the utility weights are non-negative. Finally, we apply Lemma 2 to obtain a bound on the competitive ratio attained by Dispatch for any expectation graph G and distribution D(J): 
Proof. Consider an instance G with the number of job types k = n + 1. Let the job types be indexed from 1 to n + 1 and the workers from 1 to n. Job types 1 to n each arrive with probability p/n and job type n + 1 arrives with probability 1 − p. For this graph, we define the following utilities:
u wj = 1 for w = j 0 otherwise for all w = 1 . . . n; j = 1 . . . n + 1.
To calculate E OP T ( G) , note that the optimal matching gains exactly one unit of utility per unique job type in {1, . . . , n} that arrives. The expected number of unique job types is computed by considering each job type as a geometric random variable with a success probability of p n . Thus, E OP T ( G) = n 1 − 1 − p n n .
Suppose we have an online algorithm ALG * . No matter the strategy used, t − 1 workers are no longer available at time step t. Thus, with probability (1 − p) + p t−1 n the increase in utility is zero. Thus, the total expected utility increases by at most p n−(t−1) n in time step t. The total expected utility obtained by ALG * is then:
We compute the relevant ratio and then take the limit as n goes to infinity: 
Conclusion
In this paper, we examined the problem of online perfect bipartite matching with i.i.d. arrivals. We presented Dispatch. Dispatch attains a competitive ratio of 1 2 . We also proved that no algorithm can attain a competitive ratio better than 1 2 . Thus, the algorithm Dispatch is optimal with respect to the competitive ratio.
The i.i.d. arrival model provides more a more realistic extension of the adversarial arrival model. We suggest to consider i.i.d. arrival models for other matching problems, such as the k-server problem. In particular, it may be possible to translate the analysis in this work to other contexts. Our analysis relied on two key ideas; the use of the expectation graph and proving that, regardless of how the jobs arrive, the Dispatch algorithm effectively translates the non-uniform sampling over jobs to a uniform sampling over workers.
